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the original bunty and babli cleverly play the helpless father-son pair, so naturally people felt that it was
son who would eventually take over and run the business. but that wasn't the case and kunal (played by
siddhant chaturvedi) becomes the lead in a dynamic duo here. he is naive and a bit of a prankster, but is
earnest and has an endearing quality about him which makes it so he ends up the sole survivor in the
end. and that is what makes bunty aur babli 2.0 an interesting look at the con artist couple and what
could have been. the presence of a second bunty and babli is interesting, but as an extra, not as leads.
that's why in the first half, while the two pairs are at an event, we see mostly punjabi ishtyle havaldars,
when these two eventually find out that the original bunty and babli have returned they are at a pizzeria.
they are so removed from the con artist couple that they barely register as characters. they are present
but barely there. in the second half, we get to see kunal and gumpy as the new bunty and babli, in the
pizzeria. from there, the movies two pairs interact extensively and bond, so that we see these two tandis
as effectively the lead pair in a different light. that's when bunty aur babli 2 settles in and becomes an
interesting cinematic experience. it's a fun movie with a great lead pair but a downright forgettable
gimmick and a loose screenplay. the mixing of hindi and punjabi is an effective one. it is clear that bunty
aur babli 2 is meant to be more intelligent, but what we get is a half-baked mashup with a loophole in
the screenplay. it's neither a badla jahaan, badli sarkar movie (about change) nor a dhik chik, dyji mere.
it wants to be a badla jahaan, badli sarkar but doesn't have the bigger issues that define badla jahaan,
badli sarkar. the real kicker is that it thinks it is a dhik chik, dyji mere, but doesn't have the humour that
made that film work.
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